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Salty Dawg Caribbean Rally Fall 2022 Underway: Update

  

The Salty Dawg Caribbean Rally boats bound from Newport, RI, Hampton, VA and other ports
in the Mid-Atlantic region are now all underway. Some 70 boats, flying flags of registry from the
U.S., Canada and several other nations are at sea and bound for Antigua in the Eastern
Caribbean. 

  

The mid-November start follows a November 1 weather delay for the Antigua fleet. But, on or
around November 1, the Salty Dawg Bahamas fleet of close to 30 boats did get underway and
all arrived at their destinations in good order. Most of the Bahamas fleet ended up at Marsh
Harbour, Abacos where end-of-rally festivities took place. It is worth noting that tropical storm
Nicole passed over the Abacos after the SDSA fleet arrived without causing incident to any of
the boats.

  

Most of the Antigua fleet got underway on Saturday November 12 after weather guidance from
rally weather consultant Chris Parker gave the green light to depart, and he offered detailed
routing for boats to cross the Gulf Stream safely and manage the first half of the trip under a
strong northwesterly flow. At the time of this release, some 70 boats and approximately 200
crew were at sea, with majority poised to enter the trade winds beginning on Friday, November
18. The first boats in the fleet are planning to arrive in Antigua this weekend, November 20. 

  

Reports of incidents from the fleet were very few considering more than 100 boats are involved. 
Here are reports from two boats that had to withdraw from the rally due to rudder and autopilot
issues. Big Adventure reported hitting an object in the water two days out that damaged their
rudder. The SDSA Shoreside and Emergency Response Team worked with the U.S. Coast
Guard to get them towed back to the Chesapeake Bay for repairs.

  

Irish Tango, which was headed back to the Chesapeake for repairs to its auto pilot was referred
to the U.S. Coast Guard by a nearby ship and, working with the SDSA Shoreside Team, was
towed into port for repairs. Reports on Irish Tango’s incident have appeared in the press and
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social media but the SDSA confirms that Irish Tango is in port, despite an arduous return to the
Bay in a strong northwest blow.

  

Rally tracking link
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https://forecast.predictwind.com/tracking/rally/2022-sdsa-caribbean-rally/

